Operation Manager (m/w)

CoreNetiX offers wireless communication technologies and solutions for low-power smart sensor networks.
We are looking for experienced developer
CoreNetiX is a young company backed up by an experienced and dynamic team. We offer radio technology and products in the area of
building automation for various applications which could be linked wireless to a server. We provide our costumer hardware and software
to build up wireless sensor networks based on national and international standards for example IP500®, wireless BACnet, wireless M-Bus
as well as diverse 868 MHz and 2,4 GHz applications.

We were now on the next stage of growth and looking for you as reinforcement of our development team.

-

preparation of work assignments

-

securing of technical correctness and observing of deadlines of working tasks

-

material management and continuance of material handling and replenishment

-

support of the Manager in terms of evaluation and analysis of defects / claims by the client, for the Claim- / Guaranty
Management as well as for access to long lead items

-

reporting and evaluation including cost estimation of defects / claims

-

preparation and scheduling of long lead maintenance

-

compliance for various regulations, regarding workshop, transportation, safety, accident, prevention and environment

-

A versatile position with freedom of action

-

A dynamic and high motivated team of professional developers

-

Independent and autonomous work in a young team

-

Flat hierarchy

What we offer

If you are interested in this demanding task in an innovative and continuously growing company, we look forward to hearing from you. Weoffer
you an attractive environment in a young company to market based profitability. The position is full-time and immediately.
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